Face detection is one of the important problem of image processing and pattern recognition. Most of the existing algorithm takes the frame of fixed size in order to detect the faces in any image. In any image it is possible that the image that are near are larger in size in comparison to the faces that are in back side. In this paper we proposed a novel approach for detection of faces of variable size frame. To detect the location of face we used template based algorithm for detecting the circle of eyes. In proposed algorithm we used upright, frontal faces, for a single gray scale images with decent resolution and under good lighting condition. The experiment were performed in windows operating system with matlab2010a software.
INTRODUCTION
Face detection tasks are becoming required more frequently in the modern world. It's caused by the development of high security systems to prevent from terrorism. In addition to this algorithms are widely used in companies, video coding and for high security purpose. Face detection is initial phase of face recognition. According to Yang's survey [5] , these methods can be categorized into four types: knowledge-based, feature invariant, template matching and appearance-based.
Knowledge-based methods use human-coded rules to model facial features, such as two symmetric eyes, a nose in the middle and a mouth underneath the nose. Feature invariant methods try to find facial features which are invariant to pose, lighting condition or rotation. Skin colors, edges and shapes fall into this category. Template matching methods calculate the correlation between a test image and pre-selected facial templates. Nilamani Bhoi et. [6] Al has proposed template based eye detection algorithm in which first the template of eye is taken in gray scale. The normalized eye template is cross correlated with overlapping region of face. The mean square error of auto correlation is calculated ad minimum MSE is stored in memory.
Appearance-based, adopts machine learning techniques to extract discriminative features from a pre-labeled training set. The Eigenface method is the most fundamental method in this category. Recently proposed face detection algorithms such as support vector machines, neural networks, and statistical classifiers also belong to this category.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
All Most of the existing algorithm uses fixed size window in order to detect the faces in any image. But most of the image especially 3D image projected in 2D plane the size of each face is varied based on distance. When we are taking the fixed size image the result may be not accurate, to solve that problem we propose a novel statistical based variable size window for each frame to detect the faces in any image. 
Localization Accuracy for Algorithms Describing

Faces by Centers of the Eyes [3]
If detected faces are represented by the centers of the eyes ( Fig.  1 ), let's consider them to be correctly detected, if and only if detected eyes belong the area around the true eyes location with the diameter DEyes. Which depends on the distance between eyes' centers and _, has been taken equal to 0:25 (This criterion was originally used by Jesorsky et al. [4] ), and calculates as DEyes = α × lEyes.
Localization accuracy for faces by rectangle [3]
Nikolay Degtyarev et. al. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The [3] method is implemented in the MALAB 20101a software. All the images used for the purpose of simulation are of sizes 512×512. The algorithm is tested on the face images having the image of person of different age group. I experiment we calculated the center of left eye, right eye, the center position of nose, the distance between nose and top of face, the size of Head, diameter of eye and the distance between both the eyes. (1) and we tried to obtain the center of left eye and right eye from equation (2). 
……………………….eq. 2
After applying the Coefficient A and B the coordinates of left and right eye center position can be computed with eq(3).eq(4) and eq (5) . In experiment we found that the center coordinates for eyes variance is 24.35682989. 
Analysis. Experimental results shows that the Root Mean
Square Error is minimum we are taking distance between eyes and size of head or distance between eyes and distance of head to center of eye as a main parameter, whereas the root mean square error is maximum if we are taking the diameter of eye as a main parameter. With the help of distance between eyes and size of head the size of frame for face will vary instead of static size of frame window which increases the accuracy of face detection problem.
The algorithm is applied to training dataset, the result obtained from training data is shown in Table (5) . We obtain up 95% accuracy to detect the different size of faces.
COCLUSION
In this paper a novel and variable size frame face detection method is proposed. The experimental result shows 95.16% accuracy for detecting the faces. This technique is better than [3] in order to verify the accuracy of localization of faces. The future work is the testing must be on large dataset by applying neural network algorithm and continue the work for recognition of faces.
